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KONAMIÂ .Q: Sorting data inside a DataTable I was wondering if
there is a way to sort a list of objects that is inside a datatable. In
other words, I have a Datatable that has a List of objects inside it.

I would like to sort this list by the properties of these objects. I
know I can't do it in sql, I was wondering if there was a C# way of

doing it. A: You can access the DataTable through a DataRow
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object, then use the DataView.Sort Property. The following code
will create a SortedDataView in a DataTable: DataTable dt =

MyDataTable; DataView dv = new DataView(dt.AsDataView());
dv.Sort = dt.Columns["YourColumnName"].ToString(); You can

also pass in a DataViewSortOption to determine how you want the
sorting to be applied and finally Clear the sorting options to revert

to the default sorting. A: You can bind the DataSource to a List
and sort it. Ask HN: What are top sites for high traffic search

phrases? - jmtulloss I'd like to find out about high traffic search
phrases, especially high spesific keywords. What are some of the
top sites for providing traffic info? ====== wmf AOL, Ask.com,
Google, Clicky There are many more but they all suffer from the

same problem: companies provide them with information, or links
to information, but do not disclose the information to others. ~~~

jmtulloss Ask.com seems to be pretty popular. ------ ivankirigin I
was impressed with what could do this past weekend. They had

solid traffic, not a bot, for a couple of c6a93da74d
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